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A Certain Polynomial Expansion 
% 

of an Analytic Function 

The work of PainleW in developing a function in 

a certain contour has resulted in a series of polynomials. 

The object of the following paper is to study a particular 

type of these polynomial expansions and to examine in 

detail the region of convergence of the series so obtained. 

Major and Minor Circles. - Before examining the 

expansion, it is desirable to define and discuss two types 

of circles, major and minor circles. Let X be a given 
positive quantity, which is to be held constant throughout 

the paper. The major circle for any point z is the 

circle with center -&z and radius U+Jjjzl . The minor 

circle for any point 2 is the circle with center 777X 

and radius . Fig.l shows the major circle M and 

the minor circle for a point z- . (All figures are 

drawn to scale with = / ). 

/ 

/ 

Fig. 1 
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« 

Theorem 1. - If g, lies inside» on, or outside 

the minor circle of 2g. , then ^ lies respectively out¬ 

side» on, or inside the ma.ior circle of g/ . 

(a) (h) (c) 

Fig. 2 

If lies inside, on, or outside the minor circle /mx 

of , its distance from the center of -m* is respectively 

less than, equal to, or greater than the radius of . 

We have 

i. ~ 
X , 

/ 4-zJu 
I -h .X 

^ i +z X *- \zj 

using the upper, middle, or lower sign for z, lying 

respectively inside, on, or outside . Letting 

= y- + 

5Z. — /YYL, + 
Z 

and substituting in the above we have 

L / , 4 i -/• -X ' 
X+-X. —  7) 

f / + 7 ! -hZ A. 
\0TL + u^j 

\('+Z X) jL ~i~ ( I ~~ (I -h Ao) \z7L 

( (I + z. X)£1 +% - J^n]l? ( ' -+ AJ -f 
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(l+Z&) V-- Z'(l+z Lyhmjj + h srrf -h(l+zA>) L)A^iy 

( I i-sTh j-bz(l +xJt-^ AjsyrXs -hZ. (j^Z Â^jJlyri — (I +% X.J J ^ £) 

Thus lies outsidef on, or inside the circle with center 

that is, the major circle of >?, , 

The converse of the above theorem can also be proved.- 

If lies outside, on, or inside the major circle of g, , 

then g/ lies respectively inside, on, or outside the minor 

circle of z* . 

Painleve*s Polynomial Expansion. - Painleve'*s results 
1 

which suggested the pôlynomial expansion are the following: 

Consider a closed convex curve P having a tangent which 

changes in a continuous manner and whose radius of curvature 

remains less than a certain limit. It is possible to make 

correspond to each point Q of P a circle, £, tangent at 

this point to P and enclosing the curve entirely within 

it, in such a way that the center of the circle changes 

^Goursat - Cours D,Analyse Mathématique, vol.2, sec. 296 

s~ Z.Ayn -+( Jiy) | y+x 

and radius 

J y* (t+A) = 
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continuously with Q • Let Le a function, single- 

valued and analytic inside the contour F and continuous 

on the boundary. Then from Cauchy’s second integral theorem 

where z is an interior point of F7 • We can write 

J  = / 
FFC~F£ /t"<L " 

=-i-f 
£-CU . *t//7 , , - ~ , (z-aJ* . (*-*J 

t-*L (*-*-)*' +(t^r ,-z^_ 
1— ] ~z- / 

-f (^£4 +- C^sJT'4.... 4 1L*£H. ‘ J- 

being the center of the circle <? which corresponds to 

the point / of the contour. is a continuous function of 

^ when the point Q describes the curve F1 . is a 

continuous function of t> .. The absolute value of ;§fj re¬ 

mains less than (° less than one, and therefore the integral 

of the remainder tends toward zero as ^ approaches infinity 

and we have 

r 
*yi 

The general term, , is a polynomial^*) 

of degree ** or less. The function f-fr) , then, is capable 



of "being developed in a series of polynomials in the 

interior of the contour P 

Aw = + -P(z; + •*- --- * KM + -- 

where 

eoo 

The Series to Be Studied. - Prom these results we see 

that if could "be so chosen that is an analytic 

function of A when A is in ^ and is unequal to zero 

except when % is equal to zero, then the polynomial would 

depend only on values of at the origin and the deriva¬ 

tives of , that is, on ^(o) , ^\o) , ^'[o) , .... Por 

if we take 

d = £ +£ 

where (fift is analytic in r and unequal to zero in ^ , 

then 

t' ~ 

is analytic in ^ and vanishes only when £ is equal to zero, 

then 

^ ITfl J 
r 

j(A)Ab 

r 

f I* 
[-ftf)]*" ‘ Jji 
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We shall take a, = -At • Here is an analytic 

function of A and except at Jr~o 

r 

r 

Whence 

\jrhz+ur 

J-.J- 
*! o^r 

The general formula for can he obtained by 

using thé general formula for the n*th derivative of a 

product: 

\<TU 

dX^ 
(Unr) = _ d 

YV 
M. 

dût* 
<1r-+ en dt*u. cb*r -f- O’bi'TL -! J M. 

cit'1--' Xb T v 

U? (JL nr 
'Tl'-Z. J-4-Z -h 

J'TO 
IJL cL sir* 

Taking and 'V'- -fitt) , we have 

At - An, -t At)'*'1 
dJt ~ 

jXoo = Jb'n-l n--/)(?r +/ii)'n> X 

' 

JL3tc _ A3 n(srv- At) 

êXa. -  i(*+M) 
d. t ' 

7^ 
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and 

dJb 1 

fV) 

j2r= nv 
jut™ v 

Applying the formula, we have 

J rfiti* -n ^vi f(t) 

~~Z~! 2\ 

+ *Uv-l>(n--î) j/ A~'1(* + M / (fi 

+ ...".. t ***XT&- 

^mj/ru\AA ? (üi 

/n(rb->)(zk^). 
3< = • 

/// 

(*J +- 

_ - -f ? 

We have, then, finally 

TJ^=îhr‘lÂ^ PuV~J' (°) ? + > i~ 'n 

^yfn-Ol'n.-x) JJ°~31 "%) ^3+ * 

(3!f 
7 
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For particular values of ^ • we get 

= 7^; 

7^77 

and so on* 

We note that if Jo= o , 

and the series becomes 

^(o) / ^ (o)i -h "jf'J-0'*   ^ 

that is» Maclaurin’s Series. 

A Convergence Theorem. - Let us now consider the 

development in the following region : 

Theorem 2. - If V is any rectifiable curve enclosing 

the origin» within which is analytic and on the bound¬ 

ary of which is continuous» then the series of poly¬ 

nomials» 

Tjrt + fV*; + ■••• 
converges uniformly to the value» i(ï) » in any region 

wholly within the ma.lor circles of points of Z7 * 

That there is such a region lying wholly within the 

major circles of all points of F » we know, since a circle 

with center at the origin» lying wholly within ^ lies 

wholly within the major circles for all points of ^ . 
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Let (T be a region lying -wholly within the region 

enclosed hy the major circles for all points of R • 

We wish to show that the remainder Rn. of the series 

of polynomials approaches zero uniformly for all values of 

? in . 

r 

We have 

jxfrx ‘ it^t~!^ ^ * a cons-tairt* 
since is hounded on R and It when ^ is 

the minimum distance from the boundary of CJ- to the major 

circle of any point of T . 

Also we can show 

/ * ~jgr / ^ A * I ■ 
/ jb-a-* / 

Since 2 lies within a circle of which CL, 

I radius, l^zl^ ^ , for each £ on 

is center and 

R . In order 

to show 

jt-<^ > 

we shall suppose the contary. Then we can find 

such that 
a Un-) I l_ I 

~ <2 (irv) I 

^ and 

( signifying that a is a function of 4^ ) 

We can pick out a subsequence of * femK 

Ji^rrv - z? 
K=co 'ft.* 

K = <0 

such that 

^ is in or on the boundary of (T , jt is on R1 
thus 
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I ELjLZdÊJ I - / 
I iz'-cuC^J I ' 

contrary to the above statement that • 

Consequently if we take L to be the length of r 

IKI<K-L-^ 

and 

l~R^l - O ■ 
'Tb-O 

The Region 5 . - We shall now form a region in which 

we shall prove that the series converges and represents 

the function. Let a ray, that is, a half-line, issue from 

the origin. We proceed from the origin along this ray 

until a singularity of the function is encountered, if any. 

We then construct the major circle for this singularity. 

We do this for each ray. The region within all the major 

circles so constructed will be called 5 . We shall 

prove that the series converges to ft?) in 5 . 

Theorem 3. - A necessary and sufficient condition that 

2) be analytic within and on the minor circle of , is 
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1. - If lies in 5 , tken^/i) is analytic in 

on the minor circle of . 

and 

Using the converse of Theorem 1, we know that since 

lies inside the major circle of î, , 2r( lies outside the 

minor circle of ^ . 

Thus since lies within -3 , it lies within the 

major circles of all the singularities, and hence all the 

singularities lie outside of the minor circle of ^ . 

2. - It is analytic in and onlrvx^ , the minor circle 

of , then lies in S • 

Since ^(2) is analytic in and on Vn2 , all singular 

points lie outside V"*vt. Hence hy Theorem 1 ( if 2-, lies 

outside the mihor circle of ?2 , then ïu lies inside 

the major circle of 2, ), ^z. lies inside the major 

circles of all singularities, that is, in the region S • 

Theorem 4. - For any point t-z. in S there exists a 
circle, enclosing the origin, within and on which ^7?)is 

analytic, and such that the major circles of all points on 

the circle enclose a region in 5 about the point . 

(See Figure on following page.) 



Fig. 4 
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First construct the minor circle ^ for the point ^. 

^■(i) , then, is analytic in and on hy Theorem 3. 

Next draw a circle & with the same center as ^ hut 

with somewhat larger radius, so that is analytic in 

and on C . By Theorem 1, all the major circles drawn for 

points on ^ will enclose ^ . Since encloses the origin, 

C' also encloses the origin. 

We can find a region about z., which we shall call 21 , 

enclosed hy all major circles for points on ^ . 

. Take any point £ on & and a point on sm,z such that 

asufjb^ 

Corresponding to is the major circle Mt and cor¬ 

responding to ^ is the major circle . Since U-I>IT=I , 

Mfc encloses completely. MT passes through hy 

Theorem 1. 

Let 

Let £ he the difference in the radii of ^ and & . 

Then rj > £ 

The distance of points on from points on fit is 

less at "C than at any other point on ^ since and"t 

are on the line of centers, therefore the distance of 2, 

from M-f. is greater than rj and BO greater than £• . 

Thus the region 21 to he enclosed hy all major circles 

for points on & can he a circle with center and radius-|r« 

Convergence of the Series in 5 . - We know hy Theorem 2 

that the series of polynomials converges uniformly to Cz) 

in X • Since we can find such a region X for any point 



within 5 , we can state the following theorem: 

Theorem 5. - The series of -polynomials 

(*) +*?(*)+ 6 OJ t - - - - 
converges to 4&) in the region -5 « 

Corollary. - The series of -polynomials converges to 

j/oJ at all -points on the circle of convergence of 

Maclaurin^ series at which is analytic. 

The corollary is obviously true since all points on 

the circle with center at the origin at which J is analy¬ 

tic lie in 5 . 

If now we remove the restriction that & be greater 

than zero and let JL equal zero, we have, as previously 

noted, Maclaurin's Series. With x being equal to zero, 

the major and minor circles of a point z- coincide, both 

being the circle with center at the origin and radius, the 

absolute value of ? . The region 5 is then the interior 

of the circle with center at the origin and passing through 

the nearest singularity to the origin. 

Theorem 6. - The convergence of the series is uniform 

in any region lying wholly within 3 . 
c / 

Let _> be such a region. Then about each interior or 

boundary point of 5 , there exists a circle in which the 

series converges uniformly. 

By the Heine-Borel Theorem, we can cover 3 with a 

finite number of these circles. 

We know that for each circle the convergence is uniform. 

That is, given an t> <=> , there exists an ^ , such that for 
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all values of ? in the circle 

r 

for *yi ysyru. 

Since there is a finite number of these circles, there 

must be a greatest^, say I ^ . Then for any point in 5 
(each point being contained in one of these circles) given 

an > ° , there exists an M such that for all values of £ 

in 5' 

for m > M 

Examples. - We now construct the region 3 for a few 

particular functions. 

Let 

j/te) has one singular point, at ^ ^ CL . 

The major circle for the point & is the circle with 

center -X& and radius (i-t-Jv)l <^1 . The region 5 , then, 

is the region within this circle. 

The figure shows the region 5 for 

/ ~ Y3L 
1 

with h-1 , as in the preceding figures. 

Fig. 5 
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We can obtain the series of polynomials 

^ -ft^ (2-) ■+ 

for this function 

The n'th derivative of is 

/ \n I %, - tlL-Zd— 
W ~ /_ . I nit 

its value at being 

- /ru ! 

a. 
/rb+! 

Substituting in the series on page 7, we have 

■ fe+Jia-f fe+AxiX* 

p) = -ajm - """ ^b^r 

We note that this series of polynomials is identical 

with Taylor's Series for ^7^ about the point , which 

converges in the circle with center —Put, and radius t 

that is, in the region 5 . 

As another example, let 

" 77F2 

Here ^?) lias two singular points, at . 

The major circle for the point x is the circle with 

center and radius (t+k) . For the point the 

major circle is the circle with center and radius CHM» 

The region 5 is the region common to these two circles. 
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Writing j-l*) in partial fractions 

=~k (j+7z + 7^ ) > 

we find the n’th derivative 

t, r (-!)%>/ ^ = ri. (,+^r 
at ? û 

yw = f'lN'ur] 
Thus the series of polynomials is 

X3^ 

tà'1+K * (i+W * (/-f Aj3 
~b 

J-L3- 3-JL 2* 

9IH, 

(-71-1J Z 

~ZJ 

(l+JL)¥ 

 il U>?u\ 


